Permahyd® Hi-TEC Base Coat 480.

Permahyd® Hi-TEC Base Coat 480 is an easy-to-use innovative waterborne base coat system that gives you the highest colour accuracy and optimal coating results, even for special colours and paint effects. It's the base coat for the most challenging car refinishing jobs. All solid and effect colours for high quality passenger car refinishing can be mixed from this system.

- Excellent colour accuracy thanks to even effect formation.
- Short process times.
- Excellent hiding-power maximises paint efficiency.
- Easy and reliable blending-in process.
- Various application options (interior, multi-layer and multicolour car paint).

Permahyd® Base Coat 280.

Permahyd® Base Coat 280 is a high-grade waterborne base coat system based on a special technology of PU dispersions. It produces high-grade two-stage solid and effect colours.

- VOC-compliant
- easy to apply
- good vertical stability
- good hiding power
- recoatable with Permasolid® HS clear coat

Permahyd® Base Coat 285.

It can be used for two- or three stage pearl effect colours on passenger cars and commercial vehicles.

When recoated with Permasolid® HS clear coat, it produces a high-gloss, weather resistant top coat.

Permahyd® Effect Base Coat 286.

Permahyd® Effect Base Coat 286 waterborne is a high-grade base coat with chromaflair effect pigments.

It is used to repair special effect OEM colours.

When recoated with Permasolid HS clear coat, it produces a high-gloss, weather resistant top coat.
Permasolid® HS Automotive Top Coat 275.

Permasolid® HS Automotive Top Coat 275 is a High-Solid top coat system for solid colours. It is used for passenger car finishes. The comprehensive colour range is made possible by the special assortment of mixing colours.

- easy to apply
- fast drying
- excellent top coat flow
- VOC-compliant: below 420g/l